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SUMMARY
The stability of a numerical solution of the Navier–Stokes equations is usually approached by con-
sidering the numerical stability of a discretized advection–diusion equation for either a velocity
component, or in the case of two-dimensional ow, the vorticity. Stability restrictions for discretized
advection–diusion equations are a very serious constraint, particularly when a mesh is rened in an
explicit scheme, so an accurate understanding of the numerical stability of a discretization procedure is
often of equal or greater practical importance than concerns with accuracy. The stream-function vorticity
formulation provides two equations, one an advection–diusion equation for vorticity and the other a
Poisson equation between the vorticity and the stream-function. These two equations are usually not
coupled when considering numerical stability. The relation between the stream-function and the vor-
ticity is linear and so has, in principle, an exact inverse. This allows an algebraic method to link the
interior and the boundary vorticity into a single iteration scheme. In this work, we derive a global time-
iteration matrix for the combined system. When applied to a model problem, this matrix formulation
shows dierences between the numerical stability of the full system equations and that of the discretized
advection–diusion equation alone. It also gives an indication of how the wall vorticity discretization
aects stability. Despite the added algebraic complexity, it is straightforward to use MATLAB to carry
out all the matrix operations. Copyright ? 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The simplest formulation of the Navier–Stokes equations for two-dimensional unsteady ow is
in terms of a stream-function,  , and the vorticity, !. There are two non-dimensional param-
eters which occur in the non-dimensionalized Navier–Stokes equations, a Reynolds number,
R, and a Strouhal number, St. If the time scale for the ow is taken as the ratio of the length
scale to the velocity scale, then St=1 and the Reynolds number is the only parameter. The
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stream-function vorticity formulation gives two equations, one an advection–diusion equation
for the vorticity and the other a relation between the vorticity and the stream-function.
In this case, the vorticity equation is
@!
@t
+ u
@!
@x
+ v
@!
@y
=
1
R
∇2! (1)
the domain is some part of (x; y) space and the uid velocities are dened by
u=
@ 
@y
; v= − @ 
@x
(2)
where the stream-function,  , is connected to the vorticity, !, by
!= −∇2 (3)
Equations (1) and (3) each require a boundary condition on each part of the boundary
and a number of dierent ways are possible to specify the two conditions: for instance in
a channel ow the velocities may vanish on the channel walls and the inlet and outlet con-
ditions may involve specifying inlet velocities and outlet conditions on the stream-function
and the vorticity. In channel ows it is common to specify the stream-function and its nor-
mal derivative on channel walls rather than the velocities, so for example the stream-function
could be xed on each of the channel walls and the dierence between the two wall values
of the stream-function would determine the ux through the channel. The normal derivative
vanishing on the wall would then be used in determining the wall vorticity in a numerical
scheme.
This means that numerical solution of the stream-function vorticity form of the equations is
usually particularly straight forward using an explicit scheme. In that case, the variables are
discretized in time and space and the discrete form of the advection–diusion equation is used
to calculate the vorticity in the interior of the ow at a new time step. The Poisson equation
between  and ! is then solved in the interior of the ow domain to determine the new
value of  there and the updated values of the stream-function enable the Poisson equation
to be used a second time to determine the vorticity on solid boundaries. In this process the
main computational element is not the vorticity update procedure, which is relatively quick,
but rather the solution of the Poisson equation which normally proceeds using multigrid and
which is relatively time consuming.
There is of course a large literature dealing with the stream-function vorticity approach and
most computational uid mechanics texts describe techniques for discretizing the equations,
see for instance Hirsch [1] or Peyret and Taylor [2]. Our rst concern here is not with the ne
detail of how the equations are discretized but rather in formulating the iterative procedure
in terms of a global iteration matrix, something which does not seem to have been done
previously.
As an example we consider a relatively simple one-dimensional model problem which
mimics the major features of the stream-function vorticity formulation. Our experience in
examining the stability constraints of an advection–diusion equation alone is that general
guidelines which come from one-dimensional model problems are largely applicable to two-
dimensional equations so we think the results of this simple model problem are suciently
interesting to be examined now although we intend in a further work to consider more
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complicated two-dimensional problems using the same general formulation for the global
iteration matrix and its stability.
2. FORMULATION
In this section, to bring out the basic features of the global iteration matrix in as clear a way
as is possible, we derive the global iteration matrix for the simplied case where the walls
are not moving. We consider the formulation for a more general situation in the nal section.
Divide the computational domain into two sets: points in the interior of the region where the
vorticity is updated through the advection–diusion equation, (1), and points on the boundary
where the vorticity update occurs after the stream-function has been updated to the new time
level. The set of interior points is denoted by a subscript I while the boundary points are
denoted by a subscript B, so that WnI and 
n
I are vorticity and stream-function values in the
interior (which may of course, include inow or outow boundary points where the vorticity
is still determined by advection–diusion) at time t= tn. The boundary sets are then WnB and
nB . Underlying the discussion here is an assumption of a uniform mesh of size h in both
directions but it is not an essential assumption and the theory could be developed analogously
for general meshes.
Most explicit time marching discretization for the vorticity equation, (1), can be written
Wn+1I =AW
n
I + BW
n
B (4)
for suitable matrices A and B. This of course hides the non-linearity of the Navier–Stokes
equations since the matrices A and B are both functions of the stream-function but for the
moment that can be kept in the background.
Next the stream-function in the interior has to be determined from the updated vorticity in
the interior. This is a linear equation, a discrete form of (3), which can be written
1
h2
Ln+1I +
1
h2
Nn+1B = −Wn+1I (5)
where L, N are suitable matrices for discretization of the Laplace operator. The values of
the stream-function on the boundaries will have been specied by the ux through the ow
region.
The boundary vorticity values are then found from applying a discrete form of (3) at the
boundaries using the updated values of the stream-function,
Wn+1B =
1
h2
Mn+1I +
1
h2
Jn+1B + FW
n+1
I (6)
where M, J and F are suitable matrices. The matrix F is zero in many formulations but for
instance in Woods’ method [3] the interior vorticity is used in updating the wall vorticity
with second order accuracy.
This enables the stream-function to be eliminated,
Wn+1B =(F−ML−1)Wn+1I +
1
h2
(J − L−1N)n+1B (7)
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and then the update of the vorticity in the interior can be replaced using (4), so that
Wn+1B =(F−ML−1)(AWnI + BWnB) +
1
h2
(J − L−1N)n+1B (8)
This essentially completes the derivation of the global iteration matrix, since we now have[
Wn+1I
Wn+1B
]
=
[
A B
(F−ML−1)A (F−ML−1)B
][
WnI
WnB
]
+
1
h2
[
0
(J − L−1N)n+1B
]
(9)
or
Wn+1 =KWn + Sn+1 (10)
where we use K to denote the overall iteration matrix and the vector Sn+1 is known from the
wall stream-function. The usual method to consider stability is to examine the eigenvalues of
the matrix A, the advection–diusion part. In the case of the Navier–Stokes equations that is
not sucient and it is the eigenvalues of a global iteration matrix such as K which need to
be considered.
3. MODEL PROBLEM
The iteration matrix K may be dicult to calculate for an arbitrary domain and associ-
ated mesh but all the matrix algebra, including matrix inversion is within the capability of
MATLAB. It is true that the separation of the domain into interior and exterior points intro-
duces an ordering which is a little involved from an implementation viewpoint and we discuss
this further in the conclusion. In the case of one space dimension the ordering is fairly simple
and we have examined the following model problem.
The ‘vorticity’, !, is described by
@!
@t
+ u
@!
@x
=
1
R
@2!
@x2
; 06x61 (11)
and the ‘vorticity’ is related to a function  (x; t) by
@2 
@x2
= −! (12)
In the examples below we assume that the velocity, u, is a positive constant and that the
boundary conditions on the function  are  (0; t)=  (1; t)=0. Of course the longtime solution
to this problem will be  =!=0 but that does not alter the utility of the model problem for
studying numerical stability of the time marching iteration process.
4. DISCRETIZATION OF THE VORTICITY EQUATION
Assume then that this system is discretized in space at points xj= jh; j=0; : : : ; M with
h=1=M and discretized in time with a time step t so that tn= nt. The interior of the
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domain will be the points j=1; : : : ; M − 1 while the boundary points are at j=0 and j=M .
A simple explicit forward dierence in time is used so that
@!
@t
≈ 1
t
(W n+1j −W nj ) (13)
In this model problem the interior and boundary vectors are WnI =[W
n
1 ; W
n
2 ; : : : ; W
n
M−1]
T,
and WnB =[W
n
0 ; W
n
M ]
T. We consider a number of dierent space discretization schemes, both
for the advection–diusion equation and for specifying the boundary vorticity. The rst set
use the simplest discretization for the boundary vorticity,
W n+10 = − 2n+11 =h2; W n+1M = − 2n+1M−1=h2 (14)
so that the matrix F vanishes and the matrix M is simply
M=
[−2 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 · · · 0 −2
]
(15)
with M − 1 columns. If the Poisson equation, (12) is discretized using second order central
dierences, the square matrix L of size M −1 is also simple to write down and will not vary
in any of the following, the matrix L=(li; j) is a tridiagonal matrix dened by
li; i= − 2; i=1; : : : ; M − 1; li; i−1 = 1; i=2; : : : ; M − 1; li; i+1 =1; i=1; : : : ; M − 2 (16)
The remaining matrices A and B depend on the discretization method but once specied
they can be calculated by MATLAB and the matrix K assembled and analysed. In the next few
sections we use two numerical parameters, a Courant number, and a parameter representing
the eect of viscosity, respectively, given by
=
ut
h
and =
t
Rh2
(17)
The calculations we present are, unless otherwise stated, for the case M =30. Experiments
with larger values of M only change the results a little and not in any signicant way. Dene
the operators,
0Wj := 12 (Wj+1 −Wj−1); 2Wj :=Wj+1 − 2Wj +Wj−1
−Wj :=Wj −Wj−1; +Wj :=Wj+1 −Wj
4.1. Lax–Wendro
If the advection–diusion equation is discretized using a compact three point Lax–Wendro
scheme [4],
W n+1j =[1− 0 + (+ 2=2)2]W nj (18)
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Figure 1. Contours of unit spectral radius for rst order boundary vorticity. (—) advection–diusion
operator, (- -) Navier–Stokes operator. The region of stability is the area between the curves and
the axes: (a) Lax–Wendro scheme; (b) Quickest with Lax–Wendro at the rst point; (c) Quickest
with downwind at the rst point; and (d) Quickest using Lax–Wendro at inlet. Note that the scale in
gure (d) is dierent from the others.
then the (M − 1)× (M − 1) matrix A=(ai; j) is a tridiagonal matrix with entries given by
ai; i = 1− 2; i=1; : : : ; M − 1
ai; i−1 = + =2; i=2; : : : ; M − 1
ai; i+1 = − =2; i=1; : : : ; M − 2
(19)
where =+ 2=2. The (M − 1)× 2 matrix B=(bi; j) is given by
b1;1 = + =2; bM−1;2 = − =2 (20)
and zero on the other entries. The matrices A and B (and hence K) depend on the two
numerical parameters  and  and in Figure 1(a) we show the contour in (; )-space where
the spectral radius (A)=1 and (K)=1. It can be seen that the region of stability is reduced
somewhat for the full system compared to the advection–diusion equation alone.
4.2. Quickest with Lax–Wendro at rst point
The application of a higher order method such as the third order Quickest scheme introduced
by Leonard [5] requires two upstream points and is given by
W n+1j =
[
1− 0 +
(
+
1
2
2
)
2 + 
(
1
6
− 
2
6
− 
)
2−
]
W nj (21)
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Of course this is not straightforward at the rst interior point where there is only one upstream
point. In previous studies we have considered a number of options to get round this problem,
see Sousa [6, 7] and Sousa and Sobey [8]. The rst scheme we examine here is just to use
the three point Lax–Wendro scheme at the rst interior point and Quickest at subsequent
points. This modies the A and B matrices a little. Quickest introduces a third order dierence
with coecient = (1− 2 − 6)=6. If we keep the Lax–Wendro scheme at the rst point,
and let
sll= − ; sl= + =2 + 3; sc=1− 2− 3; sr = − =2 +  (22)
then the matrix A is a band matrix, with bandwidth 4, given by
a1;1 = 1− 2; a1;2 = − =2; ai; i−2 = −sll; i=3; : : : ; M − 1
ai; i−1 = sl; i=2; : : : ; M ai; i+1 = sr; i=2; : : : ; M − 2 ai; i = sc; i=2; : : : ; M − 1
(23)
The matrix B is given by
b1;1 = + =2; b2;1 = sll bM−1;2 = sr (24)
and the other entries are zero.
The stability boundaries for this scheme is shown in Figure 1(b) and the region of stabil-
ity for the Navier–Stokes type problem is considerably smaller than that for the advection–
diusion operator.
4.3. Quickest with downwinded rst point
A second solution for the problem of which method to apply at the rst point is to use a
downwinded third dierence. In principle this does not aect the order of accuracy of the
solution. In this case the matrix A is a band matrix, with bandwidth 5, dened by
a1;1 = 1− 2+ 3; a1;2 = − =2− 3; a1;3 = 
ai; i = sc; i=2; : : : ; M − 1 ai; i+1 = sr; i=2; : : : ; M − 2 ai; i+2 = 0; i=2; : : : ; M − 3
ai; i−1 = sl; i=2; : : : ; M ai; i−2 = sll; i=3; : : : ; M − 1
(25)
and the B matrix is given by
b1;1 = + =2− ; b2;1 = sll bM−1;2 = sr (26)
and the other entries are zero.
The computed stability boundaries are shown in Figure 1(c) and again the region of stability
of the model problem is somewhat smaller than the stability region for the advection–diusion
operator alone but is very similar to that obtained in Figure 1(b).
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4.4. Quickest modied by Lax–Wendro at inlet: ctitious point
The nal Quickest type method we consider is one whereby Lax–Wendro is applied at x=0
using the boundary variation of the advected quantity at inlet to obtain an estimate for a
ctitious point at x= − h so that Quickest may be applied consistently at the rst interior
point. A word of warning: it is not clear how this scheme might be implemented in a practical
stream-function vorticity solver, we are able to do so here because the Poisson equation for
the stream-function is solved exactly. If the solution were to proceed through an iterative
solver it is unclear how the updated boundary vorticity could be incorporated in practice.
This example is included to show how improving the treatment of the rst interior point may
lead to signicant stability improvement.
The premise of this method is to assume the existence of an upstream point at x= −h and
apply Lax–Wendro at x=0 giving
W n+10 =dlW
n
−1 + dcW
n
0 + drW
n
1 (27)
where the coecients are
dl=+ 12 
2 + =2; dc=1− 2+ 2; dr =+ 12 2 − =2 (28)
What is assumed is that the boundary values W n+10 and W
n
0 are known, so that this equation
can be rearranged to give
W n−1 =
1
dl
W n+10 −
dc
dl
W n0 −
dr
dl
W n1 (29)
Of course in the case of advection–diusion of a material quantity such as concentration, the
boundary values at the inlet are known as an explicit boundary condition, it is only in the
case of this form of the Navier–Stokes equations that the boundary values are coupled to the
solution in the interior of the domain at the new time level.
This approximation enables Quickest to be applied in unmodied form at the rst interior
point, x= h, so that
W n+11 −
sll
dl
W n+10 =
(
sl − slldcdl
)
W n0 +
(
sc − slldrdl
)
W 01 + srW
n
2 (30)
This gives the matrix A a band matrix, with bandwidth 4, dened as
a1;1 = sc − slldr=dl; ai; i = sc; i=2; : : : ; M − 1 ai; i+1 = sr; i=2; : : : ; M − 2
ai; i−1 = sl; i=2; : : : ; M ai; i−2 = sll; i=3; : : : ; M − 1
(31)
and the B matrix is given by
b1;1 = sl − slldc=dl; b2;1 = sll bM−1;2 = sr (32)
and the other entries are zero.
The complication that this modication introduces to the scheme is now clear because the
iteration (10) has to be modied to
VWn+1 =KWn (33)
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Fortunately in this case the matrix V is particularly simple,
V=


1 0 · · · −sll=dl 0
0 1 · · · 0 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1 0
0 0 · · · 0 1


(34)
Hence it is straight forward to apply Gauss elimination to the matrix K to eectively apply
V−1 by adding a multiple sll=dl of the second last row of K to the rst row and reduce (33)
to the same form as (10).
The results of computing the stability boundary are shown in Figure 1(d). Both the advec-
tion–diusion operator and the Navier–Stokes type operators show much improved stability
region over the other methods we have considered although again, the Navier–Stokes type
equation has a more restricted stability region compared to the advection–diusion operator.
4.5. HODS
As an example of application of this theory to an alternative discretization, consider the HODS
scheme described in Castro and Jones [9]. In their case the advection term was discretized by
u
@!
@x
≈ u
h
(
3
2 Wj − 2Wj−1 + 12 Wj−2
)
(35)
We denote hll= =2; hl= − 2+ ; hc=1 + 3=2− 2 and hr =. This gives the matrix A
a band matrix, with bandwidth 4, dened as
a1;1 = 1− 2− 2; a1;2 = (3=2)+ ; ai; i = hc; i=2; : : : ; M − 1
ai; i+1 = hr; i=2; : : : ; M − 2 ai; i−1 = hl; i=2; : : : ; M ai; i−2 = hll; i=3; : : : ; M − 1
(36)
and the B matrix is given by
b1;1 = hll + hr; b2;1 = hll bM−1;2 = hr (37)
and the other entries are zero.
We have combined this with a central dierence for the diusion term and applied rst
order upwinding at the rst interior mesh point. The results for stability are shown in Figure 2.
5. DISCRETIZATION OF THE VORTICITY ON THE WALLS
A number of dierent discretization formulae for the boundary vorticity have been proposed.
For a survey and discussion of boundary vorticity formulae, see for instance Napolitano
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Figure 2. Contours of unit spectral radius for rst order boundary vorticity with the HODS
scheme. (—) advection–diusion operator, (- -) Navier–Stokes operator. The region of
stability is the area between the curves and the axes.
et al. [10]. In this section we illustrate how dierent discretization for the boundary vorticity
can be incorporated into the global iteration matrix.
An approximation for the wall vorticity which uses an additional point for the stream-
function in the domain to increase the accuracy of the vorticity approximation and which is
a second order scheme, is given by
h2W0 = − 41 + 12 2; h2WM = − 4M−1 + 12 M−2 (38)
This variation can be easily implemented by varying the matrix M. The matrix M is simply
M=
[−4 1=2 0 · · · 0 0 0
0 0 0 · · · 0 1=2 −4
]
(39)
The eect on numerical stability of combining this boundary vorticity discretization with
Lax–Wendro and the three Quickest schemes (which use dierent numerical boundary condi-
tions at the inlet) described in Sections 4.1–4.4 is illustrated in Figure 3(a)–3(d). It is evident
that attempting to improve accuracy in this particular way has a substantial stability penalty
for each of the dierent discretizations.
6. CONCLUSION
In this study we consider the global iteration matrix for explicit time marching stream-function
vorticity calculations. The usual approach to numerical stability of such calculations is by
examination of the discretized advection–diusion equation alone. Using the algebraic capa-
bilities of MATLAB we have shown that the global iteration matrix can be calculated and
studied for a one-dimensional problem which mimics the two dimensional stream-function
vorticity equations. There are two numerical parameters and the study of this model problem
show us that in terms of these numerical parameters, the region of numerical stability for a
Navier–Stokes like equation is smaller than the region for a discretized advection–diusion
equation alone. We also examine the inuence of a dierent boundary vorticity discretization
technique and note that the use of a higher-order discretization may have a signicant penalty
on the numerical stability of the full system of equations.
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Figure 3. Contours of unit spectral radius for second order boundary vorticity. (—) advection–diusion
operator, (- -) Navier–Stokes operator. The region of stability is the area between the curves and
the axes: (a) Lax–Wendro scheme; (b) Quickest with Lax–Wendro at the rst point; (c) Quickest
with downwind at the rst point; and (d) Quickest using Lax Wendro at inlet. Note that the scale in
gure (d) is dierent from the others.
Of course the real test of this approach will come from examination of the proper two-
dimensional stream-function vorticity equations. Our view is that such an extension of this
work is achievable. Whereas the coecient matrices in Equations (4)–(6) were straight-
forward to write down for a simple one-dimensional problem they are less obvious for a
two-dimensional problem since we need to map the physical approximation points to the
two vectors of interior and boundary points. This is possible by observing that the vector
(B;I) is just a permutation of the stream-function at mesh points ordered by more physical
considerations. For example, if we consider a driven cavity ow then the natural ordering
of the stream-function values gives an ordering of values  rs=  (rh; sh); r; s=0; : : : ; m=1=h
as (0; 0); (1; 0); : : : ; (m; 0); (0; 1); : : : ; (m;m). Suppose we denote a vector of values rs which
approximate  rs by this natural ordering ˆ=[0;0;1;0;2;0; : : : ;m;m]T, then there will exist
a permutation matrix P such that
ˆ=P
[
B
I
]
(40)
where B are values on the boundary (r or s equal to 0 or m, in this case 4m values), I
those values in the interior (0 ¡ r; s ¡ m, in this case (m− 1)2 values) and if P is suitable
partitioned as P=[P1;P2] then
ˆ=P1B + P2I (41)
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In a similar manner the vorticity approximation Wrs, can be written
Wˆ=[W0;0;W1;0;W2;0; : : : ;Wm;m]T =P1WB + P2WI (42)
Next, the stream-function vorticity equation, can be discretized at the interior points by
Rˆ= − h2WI (43)
where R is easy to write down in terms of the natural ordering of ˆ, so that in Equation
(5) L=RP2 and N=RP1. In the driven cavity problem R is a (m− 1)2 × (m+ 1)2 and P2
is an (m+ 1)2 × (m− 1)2 matrix keeping L as a (m− 1)2 × (m− 1)2 matrix. If the vorticity
equation is discretized at the interior points (again using the natural ordering of ˆ
n
),
Wn+1I =GWˆ
n
=G[P1WnB + P2W
n
I ] (44)
then
Wn+1I =GP1W
n
B +GP2W
n
I (45)
so that the matrix A and B in (4) are determined by A=GP2 and B=GP1. The boundary
vorticity is a little more complicated, but if we use a natural ordering to obtain on the boundary
D1Wˆn+1 =
1
h2
D2ˆ
n+1
+ vn+1 (46)
where vn+1 might for instance arise in a driven cavity problem where the walls are moving,
then
D1[P1Wn+1B + P2W
n+1
I ]=
1
h2
D2[P1
n+1
B + P2
n+1
I ] + v
n+1 (47)
so that
D1P1Wn+1B =
1
h2
D2P1
n+1
B +
1
h2
D2P2
n+1
I −D1P2Wn+1I + vn+1 (48)
Consequently the matrices M and F in Equation (6) are, respectively, given by the equalities
M=(D1P1)−1D2P2, F= − (D1P1)−1D1P2. In this way the global iteration matrix can still be
calculated using MATLAB to carry out all the various matrix calculations and then stability
analysed by examining eigenvalues of that matrix.
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